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Summary
Introduction: This article is part of the
Focus Theme of Methods of Information in
Medicine on the German Medical Inform-
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atics Initiative. Similar to other large international data sharing networks (e.g. OHDSI,
PCORnet, eMerge, RD-Connect) MIRACUM is
a consortium of academic and hospital
partners as well as one industrial partner in
eight German cities which have joined forces
to create interoperable data integration
centres (DIC) and make data within those DIC
available for innovative new IT solutions in
patient care and medical research.
Objectives: Sharing data shall be supported
by common interoperable tools and services,
in order to leverage the power of such data
for biomedical discovery and moving towards
a learning health system. This paper aims at
illustrating the major building blocks and
concepts which MIRACUM will apply to
achieve this goal.
Governance and Policies: Besides establishing an efficient governance structure
within the MIRACUM consortium (based on
the steering board, a central administrative

1. Introduction
Reuse of clinical data is a fast-growing field
recognized as essential to realize the potentials for high quality healthcare, improved
healthcare management, reduced healthcare
costs, population health management, and
effective clinical research [1]. In this context
“Big Data” and “Data-driven Medicine” are
buzzwords often used, when institutions
aim at connecting and leveraging various
types of clinical data, images and omics data
in order to characterize treatment pathways
at scale [2] and to enhance diagnostic and
therapeutic decision making. Typically such
approaches require the cooperation of large
numbers of institutions in so-called data
sharing networks. Examples of such networks are the Observational Health Data
Sciences and Informatics (OHDSI) collaboration [3], the PCORnet clinical data research networks (CDRNs) and patientpowered research networks (PPRNs) [4, 5]
and the eMerge network [6]. European projects have for example focused on sharing
aggregated data and metadata among rare
disease researchers [7] and biobanks [8],
creating a general distributed infrastructure
for life-science information [9] or enabling
data-intensive life science research in the

office, the general MIRACUM assembly, six
working groups and the international scientific advisory board), defining DIC governance
rules and data sharing policies, as well as establishing (at each MIRACUM DIC site, but
also for MIRACUM in total) use and access
committees are major building blocks for the
success of such an endeavor.
Architectural Framework and Methodology: The MIRACUM DIC architecture builds
on a comprehensive ecosystem of reusable
open source tools (MIRACOLIX), which are
linkable and interoperable amongst each
other, but also with the existing software
environment of the MIRACUM hospitals. Efficient data protection measures, considering
patient consent, data harmonization and a
MIRACUM metadata repository as well as a
common data model are major pillars of this
framework. The methodological approach for
shared data usage relies on a federated
querying and analysis concept.

Use Cases: MIRACUM aims at proving the
value of their DIC with three use cases: IT
support for patient recruitment into clinical
trials, the development and routine care implementation of a clinico-molecular predictive knowledge tool, and molecular-guided
therapy recommendations in molecular
tumor boards.
Results: Based on the MIRACUM DIC release
in the nine months conceptual phase first
large scale analysis for stroke and colorectal
cancer cohorts have been pursued.
Discussion: Beyond all technological challenges successfully applying the MIRACUM
tools for the enrichment of our knowledge
about diagnostic and therapeutic concepts,
thus supporting the concept of a Learning
Health System will be crucial for the acceptance and sustainability in the medical community and the MIRACUM university hospitals.

Netherlands [10]. Most of such projects
build their concepts around the FAIR guiding principles for scientific data management and stewardship [11]. In Germany this
issue has recently been tackled with the
announcement of the Medical Informatics
Funding Scheme, aiming at networking data
and improving health care [12]. MIRACUM
(Medical Informatics for Research and Care
in University Medicine [13]) is one of the
four consortia funded by the BMBF Medical
Informatics Initiative (BMBF MI-I) for the
development and networking phase. It
brings together eight German University
Hospitals (Erlangen, Frankfurt, Freiburg,
Giessen, Magdeburg, Mainz, Mannheim
and Marburg) and Medical Faculties, two
Universities of Applied Sciences (Giessen
and Mannheim) and one industrial partner
(Averbis GmbH, Freiburg). University
Medicine Dresden and University Medicine
Greifswald have currently applied to also
become a MIRACUM partner in autumn
2018.

(DIC), to develop common interoperable
tools and services, to use the power of such
data collections and tools in innovative IT
solutions, which shall enhance both patientcentered collaborative research as well as
clinical care processes. Finally the partners
intend strengthening biomedical informatics in research, teaching and training.
At the national level, MIRACUM actively participates in the National Steering
Committee (NSC) with two senior coordinators, as well in three national working
groups on interoperability, data sharing
and consent that have been implemented
by the NSC together with the BMBF MI-I
supporting project (committee’s offices).
This paper aims at illustrating the
major building blocks and concepts which
MIRACUM will apply to achieve this goal.

2. Objectives
All these partners have agreed to share data
by employing data integration centers
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3. Governance and Policies
Governance and project organization within
MIRACUM will be based on (1) the Steering
Board, (2) six Working Groups, (3) a central
coordinating office (located at the site of the
MIRACUM coordinator at Friedrich-Alexander University Erlangen-Nürnberg) supported by local offices at each of the eight
© Schattauer 2018

MIRACUM sites, which will establish a DIC,
(4) the MIRACUM General Assembly, and
(5) an international scientific advisory board
(▶Figure 1). The definition of an appropriate management structure (self-assessment
and management) is crucial to the success of
MIRACUM. It aims at efficient decision
making, useful and satisfactory internal
communication, and technical and administrative project control. The project is managed and controlled by the Steering Board
(SB), in which every university/university
hospital partner is represented by two
named persons: the principal partner coordinator (PI) and a named deputy (Co-PI)
who together not only provide excellent
competencies in medical informatics and in
medical research/care, but also have a high
decision-making authority in their organization (e.g. faculty dean, medical director,
chair of medical informatics, hospital chief
information officer).
According to the three major goals of
the funding scheme, we have further defined six working groups (WG):
• WG1 “DIC Competence Centers” will
focus on the detailed specification of the
DIC architecture and on the development and implementation of the DIC
components, as well as their interfaces
on a technical and organizational level,
• WG2 “Data Sharing and Access, Consent and Quality Management” will
deal with all aspects and regulations
concerning patient consent, data sharing and access to the data, quality management, IT security and data protection,
• WG3 “Strengthening Medical Informatics” will concentrate on measures for
strengthening biomedical informatics
within all MIRACUM partner universities (this includes e.g. the development
of a joint master program “Biomedical
Informatics and Medical Data Science”,
as well as the establishment of summer
schools, staff training programs, medical data science continued education
programs for clinicians and medical researchers),
• WG4 “Alerting in Care – IT Support
for Patient Recruitment” will be responsible for implementing and evaluating the subproject of the first MIRACUM use case,
© Schattauer 2018
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Figure 1

•

•

MIRACUM Governance Structure.

WG5 “From Data to Knowledge –
Clinico-molecular Predictive Knowledge Tool” will be responsible for implementing and evaluating the subproject of the second MIRACUM use case,
WG6 “From Knowledge to Action –
Support for Molecular Tumor Boards”
will be responsible for implementing
and evaluating the subproject of the
third MIRACUM use case.

Each WG will define actions and monitor
progress according to the specified goals
outlined in its work plan. The working
groups follow an agile, lean management
process (SCRUM) and utilize the project
management infrastructure (Confluence,
JIRA, Chat) which is complemented by
regular meetings and bi-monthly web conferences. The elected WG speakers will also
ensure close collaboration between the
working groups due to close interdependencies.

4. Architectural Framework
and Methodology
To achieve a common use of research and
patient care data within the consortium

and beyond, the MIRACUM DICs at the
eight universities/university hospitals will
comprise a modular set of components,
which will be established at each local
partner site, and further central components, which are established in order to
support cross-institutional data sharing.
Such components are not only technical
IT-implementations, but (of equal importance) comprise a set of rules, policies, governance structures and data.

4.1 Data Governance
Reusing patient care data for research purposes, generating new knowledge and then
transforming new knowledge into actionable support tools for patient care requires
a close collaboration and integration with
the local IT systems established at the
MIRACUM universities/university hospitals. Thus, the DIC teams are closely linked
to the routine IT departments. The scientific leaders (directors) of a DIC are
members of the board of directors of the
university hospitals, respectively the board
of directors of the medical faculty and/or
a lead person of the medical informatics/
biometrics research group or the hospital’s
chief information officer (CIO). Further,
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every MIRACUM partner has established a
scientific Use & Access Committee (UAC),
which is responsible for managing and
evaluating all project proposals aiming at
the use of DIC data either within the environment of the local MIRACUM site, but
also for data sharing proposals within the
MIRACUM consortium or even across all
consortia. The work of this UAC will be
guided by local Use & Access Policies
(UAP), which have been defined at each of
the MIRACUM partner sites and are
closely aligned to the “Cornerstone Use &
Access Policy” defined by the NSC Working Group on Data Sharing. Further, the
day-to-day work of the MIRACUM partners’ UAC is based on the definition of
local bylaws and supported by an electronic project evaluation and management
platform. Each MIRACUM partner will establish a trust center as a separate organizational entity, independent from the DIC,
in order to provide ID management functionalities, such as pseudonymization and
record linkage.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.2 DIC Architecture
The technical components of a DIC are defined as parts of a modular architecture
and may interact with each other and interchange data based on ETL processes, as
well as standardized application programming interfaces (REST service interface).
This architectural framework is built upon
a Medical Informatics ReusAble eCosystem of Open source Linkable and Interoperable software tools (MIRACOLIX).
For this ecosystem, we aim at reusing many
open source software tools, which have
proven their value in other international
projects on data integration and data sharing (e.g. i2b2, tranSMART, the OMOP
common data model and the OHDSI tools,
XNAT, Samply.MDR, the gICS generic informed consent service, ARX). The fully
released MIRACOLIX 4.0 based DIC
architecture shall comprise the following
technical components:
• primary data sources (mainly the EHR
system and other clinical applications
supporting the routine care processes,
but also results of molecular/genomics
high throughput analysis)

•

ID-management tools (pseudonymization and privacy preserving record
linkage)
a data anonymization tool
the MIRACUM metadata repository
(M-MDR)
data harmonization/data mapping tools
a consent management system
a natural language processing tool
a hospital-wide trial-/project registry
a project proposal management tool
a set of ETL tools
several data integration and data exploration repositories
an IT infrastructure to share and easily
deploy software pipelines for the analysis of omics data
tools for data quality analysis, reporting
and vizualisation
modules for innovative user-friendly
and efficient patient care process visualization
connector component(s)
a long-term research data archive
a federated authentication system
tools for development, deployment and
monitoring of DIC IT components (e.g.
a continuous integration test pipeline)
a quality management system with a
comprehensive set of standard operating procedures, describing the development, testing, deployment, maintenance, usage and revision of MIRACOLIX tools

4.3 MIRACOLIX Development
During the conceptual phase of nine
months that preceded the launch of MIRACUM within the BMBF MI-I, we have implemented a basic architecture framework,
which has served as a proof-of-concept
architecture and was based on the MIRACOLIX 0.9 release. Each year in the development and networking phase, new
MIRACOLIX updates will be released.
Such new releases may constitute functional upgrades of already established
architectural components, moving those to
a higher level of maturity, but also the introduction of new components into the
DIC architecture.
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4.4 DIC Contents
In the current funding phase, DIC data will
be mainly integrated from clinical care processes with the prospect of including research data e.g. from clinical trials in future
applications. Thus, EHR data and data
from various other clinical departmental
systems shall be the major input sources for
the data integration centers. The breadth of
the data elements to be provided within the
DIC will be extended incrementally in the
four years of the development and networking phase and follow the BMBF MI-I
roadmap and core dataset defined by the
NSC working group interoperability. During the conceptual phase, the eight MIRACUM DIC have already been established
and loaded with data according to the NSC
basic core dataset modules person, demographics, encounters, diagnosis and procedures (this matches the official German
claims data set for reimbursement of inpatient hospital stays), thus mainly comprising demographic patient information
including age and gender, the hospital’s
provider data, the patient’s diagnosis
(ICD-10 Codes) and the procedures which
have been performed for a patient (OPS
301 Codes). For most of the MIRACUM
sites, those data are available for the years
2004 –2017, for some only back until
2008/2009. In future releases detailed clinical and omics data elements will be
included in the MIRACUM core data set
depending (1) on the data required for the
MIRACUM use cases and (2) on the interoperability recommendations defined by
the NSC Working Group on Interoperability.
Adding new clinical data sources during
the upcoming years will require the extension of our ETL processes, as well as the integration and mapping of the respective
new data elements to the research data repositories and their data models (e.g. the
generic i2b2 entity-attribute-value database
structure or the OMOP CDM). The latter
processes are described in the chapter on
data harmonization. For the definition of
data routes and interfaces between the different components of the MIRACUM DIC,
we have strictly aligned our processes along
the recommendations of the “Guidelines
for data protection in medical research
© Schattauer 2018

projects – generic solutions of the TMF
2.0” [14] and experiences from the
Cloud4Health project [15].
The processes to be supported in the
eight MIRACUM DIC comprise the socalled Clinical Module, ID Management
and the Research Module. Data export
from the local EHR systems (and relevant
departmental systems) can vary depending
on previous local developments and experiences (e.g. Talend Open Studio based
ETL processes, FHIR based provision of respective resources and even parsing of
communication streams via a communication server) (1a –1c in ▶ Figure 2).
Before transferring such data from the
Clinical Module into the Research Module
and loading it into the DIC research data
repositories, several intermediate steps are
pursued (e.g. checking for patient consent,
data pseudonymization, data harmonization based on metadata definitions and
natural language processing in case of narrative clinical texts). The implementation
of the electronic consent module in MIRACUM will be based on the open source tool

gICS which was developed in the MOSAIC
project [16].
Even though the harmonized DIC research data repository in ▶ Figure 2 looks
like one singular data store, in reality it will
be a set of data integration and data exploration repositories, which shall be used for
dedicated purposes depending on the clinical/research scenario and the types of data
which shall be integrated (e.g. i2b2 [17, 18]
and an OMOP DB [3] for clinical data,
tranSMART for clinical and molecular/genomic data [19, 20, 21], XNAT for imaging
data [22, 23, 24]).

4.5 Data Harmonization
As stated by a multitude of researchers,
managing and harmonizing very large
amounts of data from different previously
established sources is a significant challenge [25, 26, 27]. In the past, for multicenter research studies within the MIRACUM hospitals as well as in most research
projects worldwide data heterogeneity was
usually addressed on a project-by-project
basis: first, the aims of a research project

were defined and then the researchers
identified and extracted relevant data from
their internal databases. The design of
retrospective multi-center projects typically
delineates variables of interest (VOIs),
which may be different from the variables
recorded within the project partners’ local
original assessment forms and measurement protocols [28]. Thus, finding suitable
data for a data integration project and
combining data sets wherever variables are
comparable is a major challenge and causes
repeated data harmonization efforts for
every project. To reduce future harmonization efforts, MIRACUM applies a central
metadata repository (M-MDR) and a standard data harmonization process (similar
to the processes defined by Spjuth and colleagues [28]). For the definition of data elements’ metadata an international standard
has been agreed upon (ISO/IEC 11179)
and the M-MDR has been built compatible
to this standard [29] and has already been
successfully applied in other research projects (Samply.MDR: e.g. [30, 31]).
Harmonization needs to be pursued on
two different levels [28]. First, on the level

Figure 2
Local components and
data flows from source
systems into the DIC
clinical/research data
repositories as well as
the integration of IDand consent management platforms. 1.
extraction of data
from source systems
into the clinical data
repository (a: through
direct database access,
b: through HL7 data
streams, c: through
FHIR resources); 2. integration of consent
management; 3. integration of ID management; 4. data harmonization and transfer of
de-identified data into
the research data repositories. 4a. optional
natural language pipelines for narrative text
annotations.
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of metadata, ‘vocabularies’ or common
data/information models (compare e.g. the
PCORNET or the OHDSI OMOP common data models [32]) and second, on the
level of the actual patient data themselves.
In MIRACUM for the process of the first
harmonization level all data elements (and
their metadata description, including – in
future versions – also provenance information and data quality categories) to be
uploaded in the DIC of a MIRACUM site
will be first defined within the MIRACUM
metadata repository (M-MDR [33]). When
describing the data required for a particular use case or research question, clinicians
or medical researchers typically set up
medical concepts without directly defining
available and precisely described data elements. Thus, in an iterative process, moderated by methods researchers or data
managers, and including the clinicians and
medical researchers, it is first necessary to
precisely describe such medical concepts
(e.g. data type, validation rules, value lists,
links with internationally standardized vocabularies), so that computer scientists can
define respective database structures, thus
creating a harmonized vocabulary (HV)

for the variables of interest (VOIs). This
harmonized vocabulary in MIRACUM will
not only be defined with respect to one
specific research question or use case, but
shall represent the incrementally extended
core data terminology of the MIRACUM
consortium (compare [25] for an exemplary approach). In a subsequent step, based
on this MIRACUM core data terminology
we shall define the MIRACUM Common
Data Model (CDM). For MIRACULIX 0.9
we have used the OMOP V5 common data
model as a starting point for our own work.
We believe there is no need to reinvent a
common data model from scratch again,
and have decided to closely cooperate with
the OHDSI project, which is maintaining
and extending the OMOP CDM. Similarly,
for the development of data harmonization
tools, we will closely cooperate with the
BBMRI ERIC Common Service IT project
and the German Biobank Alliance [34, 35]
to assure interoperability with similar large
data (and biomaterial) sharing projects.

4.6 Data Sharing and Data
Federation
The basic concept for data querying, data
analysis and data exploration across all
MIRACUM sites (and prospectively, also
across different consortias) is data federation (which means that data sets are not
combined in one big data store, but rather
kept locally at the MIRACUM partner
sites). In order to perform joint analyses
in this federated environment we follow
the example and experiences of the
DataSHIELD (Data Aggregation Through
Anonymous Summary-statistics from Harmonized Individual levEL Data-bases)
concept, which has been proposed to facilitate the co-analysis of individual-level data
from multiple studies without physically
sharing the data [36] and has been successfully applied in the BioSHaRE Project [25].
This concept has also been taken up by the
OHDSI community, which also retains
data at the participant’s site, simplifying patient and business privacy issues [3]. In the
MIRACUM conceptual phase, data federation has been implemented for queries
(e.g. in multi-center feasibility studies,

Figure 3 Federated components and data flows to support cross-site record linkage and queries. 1. privacy-preserving record linkage (subject to appropriate consent); 2. research queries are formulated and transferred to a central search broker; 3. the local search clients retrieve queries from the central search
broker; 4. access to data is determined according to appropriate consent information; 5. the local research data repositories are queried and results reported
back to the central search broker; 6. the central search broker accesses the central record linkage to merge duplicate records (subject to appropriate consent)
and reports the aggregated results back to the data consumer.
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compare ▶ Figure 3) as well as for data
analysis. In the development and networking phase federated approaches for machine learning will be added (compare use
case 2).

5. Use Cases
The below described clinical/research use
cases illustrate exemplarily how MIRACUM hospitals will benefit from the shared
use of integrated data resources by applying those for different types of clinically integrated scenarios (e.g. recruiting patients
being admitted in the hospital for a clinical
trial, or supporting diagnostic and therapeutic decisions based on prediction models and/or molecular analysis results). Such
applications will extend currently existing
clinical systems (e.g. the EHR system) via
integrated small applications (smart apps).
In cases were such applications require
writing data back to the clinical systems
this would be based on standard interfaces,
via FHIR resources and based on IHE profiles, to provide a high level of interoperability.

5.1 Alerting in Care – IT Support
for Patient Recruitment
Clinical trials (CTs) are the gold standard
for testing therapies or new diagnosis techniques that may improve clinical care.
However, many trials fail in their objectives, because of the difficulty of meeting
the necessary recruitment targets in an effective time and at a reasonable cost [37,
38, 39]. Based on previous research results
from a joint project within five German
university hospitals [40, 41, 42] as well as
the European EHR4CR project [43] we will
implement (and integrate into the local
EHR system environments) and evaluate a
comprehensive IT infrastructure to support
and improve efficient patient recruitment
processes. Within this use case, eligibility
criteria of clinical trials running at all
MIRACUM partner sites will be analyzed.
Additionally, building on the data set already identified within EHR4CR [44], a
core list of data elements, which are typical
and most often used in trials shall be defined. Identifying such data items within
© Schattauer 2018

the respective local EHR systems, defining
them in the M-MDR and integrating them
into the MIRACUM data repositories will
incrementally extend the size of the MIRACUM DIC core data sets. In parallel, we
will also verify the completeness and
quality of those data items (compare e.g.
[42]) and establish feedback loops into
clinical practice in order to increase such
measures over the project years.

5.2 From Data to Knowledge –
Clinico-molecular Predictive
Knowledge Tool
An ever-increasing amount of data (e.g.
clinical, longitudinal research data, omics)
from patients are being created in our
health care systems. Yet, to generate actionable knowledge, these data have to be
jointly analyzed in order to identify patterns that are relevant for the treatment of
patients. From such patterns, diagnostic
and predictive models can be developed
that must be transferred back to the patient
care setting. Despite the advances in predictive modelling research in recent years,
closing the loop into clinical routine – the
dissemination and translation of predictive
modelling research findings into healthcare
delivery – is still challenging. As Khalilia
and colleagues [45] have aptly described, in
many cases the evaluation of the feasibility
of predictive modelling marks the end of a
project with no attempt to deploy the developed models into real practice. To unleash their full potential, researchers should
aim at deploying and disseminating their
algorithms and tools into day-to-day decision support. This is the challenge we have
decided to tackle within the second MIRACUM use case. It is our aim to demonstrate
for at least two major medical conditions
(asthma/COPD and Neuro-Oncology)
how to develop, train and evaluate predictive models (including the use of omics
data), using machine learning approaches
such as deep learning on federated data
repositories, and how to implement them
as decision support tools for treating physicians in routine care processes. Specifically, we will develop a deep learning approach that will identify patient subgroups
from distributed data. For example, this
will allow identifying endotypes in the

asthma/COPD application. Subsequent assignment of patients to these groups in
routine care will inform personalized treatment. The said clinical projects explicitly
emphasize the interdisciplinary approach
that is critical for taking advantage of modern integrated medical data. For example,
the topic of Neuro-Oncology includes major diagnostic and therapeutic disciplines
i.e. Neurosurgery, Neurology, Radiation
Oncology, Neuroradiology, Neuropathology and Laboratory Medicine for comprehensive patient management.

5.3 From Knowledge to Action –
Support for Molecular Tumor
Boards
In the last decade, the development of
next-generation sequencing technologies
has enabled in-depth genetic characterization of tumor samples. Large national and
international consortia including The
Cancer Genome Atlas (TCGA) Project and
the International Cancer Genome Consortium (ICGC) have sequenced tumors from
thousands of patients with over 100 different cancer entities. Databases like COSMIC (Catalogue Of Somatic Mutations In
Cancer) harbor the accumulated data and
represent the world’s largest such repository. The data gained from these research
projects has brought tremendous advances
to our understanding of cancer biology and
to the detection of relevant biomarkers. For
many tumors, it is now possible to identify
so-called “driver mutations” through indepth genetic characterization that may be
targeted by therapeutic interventions. Despite this progress, the very large, rapidly increasing number of genetic mutations pose
an overwhelming diagnostic and clinical
challenge in interpreting the importance of
these variants for tumor patients. In this
context, the annotation of gene variants is
an important part of the bioinformatics
analysis pipeline. The more accurately they
can be characterized in terms of their pathogenicity, the better the classificators
stratify patients for possible therapy options. Similarly, the need for studies that
examine their relevance for tumor treatment and biology is very large. Moreover, it
remains unclear how in-depth molecular
characterization of tumors and subsequent
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targeting of identified driver lesions can
improve the outcome of cancer patients. To
answer this important question several
clinical trials have been initiated that test
the implementation of Molecular Tumor
Boards (MTBs) and measure the effectiveness of personalized treatment strategies
on patient outcome.
In the MIRACUM conceptual phase, we
have already performed an in-depth analysis of the clinician experiences and attitudes towards genome-guided therapy support [46] as well as analysis of activities,
processes and IT solutions at all MIRACUM sites [47] to gain a comprehensive
understanding of the requirements and the
processes involved in MTBs across these
institutions. Further, a comprehensive literature review was performed to learn
from experiences of previous research towards the integration of pharmacogenomics testing and molecular-guided therapy
decisions in clinical care environments
[48]. To cope with the complexity of the
generated tumor sequencing data all
MIRACUM sites have commenced in efforts to implement multi-disciplinary
MTBs. Towards harmonization of the currently heterogeneous organization of molecular tumor boards at the individual
MIRACUM sites we have already identified
common processes that can be significantly
supported and improved by new IT solutions [47]. Those are (1) analysis of the sequencing data from several sources and
platforms, (2) annotation of genetic variants for clinical interpretation, (3) presentation of the analysis results, (4) integration
of the MTB into the clinical workflow with
documentation in the EHR system and (5)
archiving of data and analysis results. Thus,
within our third use case we aim at establishing a generic framework supporting all
steps from the analysis of omics data, their
interpretation leading to a final therapy
decision in the MTBs and its documentation in the EHR at all MIRACUM partner
sites. This requires a close collaboration
with the members of the interdisciplinary
MTB. To support the interpretation of the
complex and elaborate tumor analysis,
MIRACUM patient visualization modules
will be incorporated in the MTB platform
for state-of-the-art presentation of total

mutational burden and annotated mutations within a signal pathway of interest.

6. First Results
Internationally large scale data reuse and
data sharing initiatives have already been
initiated some years ago (e.g. [1, 3 –10, 43]).
Many of those have developed tools which
have already been successfully applied in
different research contexts. Researchers
have also shown, that multiple approaches
for data sharing networks can coexist and
ETL processes as well as data repositories
can still be used for varying networking
approaches [49]. Thus, the MIRACUM
partners have decided not to reinvent all
those tools, but instead to apply as many
successful concepts, architectures and tools
as possible. This paradigm is manifested in
our MIRACOLIX ecosystem (Medical Informatics ReusAble eCo-system of Open
source Linkable and Interoperable software
tools) and has proven successful in the last
year.
Despite the short time frame of the
BMBF MI-I conceptual phase (nine
months) MIRACUM has realized first
achievements based on the data integration
center infrastructures described above.
DIC research repositories have been implemented at all eight MIRACUM university
hospitals based on the i2b2 suite and an
OMOP PostgreSQL database. ETL processes were modelled and implemented in
Talend Open Studio. All components were
provided to the MIRACUM partners for
download as virtual machine images for
VirtualBox as well as VMware in Owncloud together with extensive documentation. The actual data repository loading
has been performed at each MIRACUM
site locally based on the NSC core dataset
definition (patient demographics, encounters, diagnosis and procedures). Such
data were mostly available for the years
2004–2016 except two sites whose data
reached only back to 2008/2009. Overall,
the data of about 3,000,000 patients with
70,000,000 facts was made available for two
different studies. The i2b2 installations
were used for a federated feasibility querying prototype, which was applied for the
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identification of stroke and colorectal
cancer cohorts.
Analysis packages for research questions
concerning those two cohorts were created
and tested at local sites (Erlangen and Freiburg) and then made available for distribution to the other sites. After approval of
such analysis by the local use and access
committees (UAC), the predefined analysis
were retrieved at each side and executed on
the respective local data repositories. Research questions analyzed in the DIC’s
stroke patients subcohort focused on acute
treatment measures of acute ischemic
stroke patients (and their development
over time) between 2010 and 2016 [50].
The colorectal cancer cohort was analyzed
to compare the distribution and pathway of
therapeutic procedures within this patient
subset. Similar to the approach taken by
the OHDSI consortium [2] results were
visualized as sunburst plots [51]. The latter
analysis was even extended to include three
additional hospitals of the HD4CR consortium [52] within a period of only two
months.

7. Discussion
Based on the first successful studies above
described, MIRACUM will continue to expand its DICs in the upcoming years following the needs of the three clinical/research scenarios described in the use cases.
Defining efficient software development
strategies (e.g. SRCUM) as well as development, unit testing, integration testing and
deployment environments will be essential
for releasing new DIC versions. Quality
management, IT security, data protection,
privacy by design (compare e.g. [53, 54])
will be major cornerstones for successful
further development.
Despite all such technological challenges however, applying the MIRACUM
tools for the enrichment of our knowledge
about diagnostic and therapeutic concepts,
thus supporting the concept of a Learning
Health System [55] will be crucial for the
acceptance and sustainability of our work
in the medical community and the MIRACUM university hospitals. Therefore, additional large scale data analysis will be
continuously developed and performed
© Schattauer 2018

(e.g. scenarios and research questions for
psychiatric patients as well as for patients
with rare diseases are already under development). As already illustrated in the conceptual phase, MIRACUM will also very
actively contribute to the National Steering
Committee working groups and be open
for further cross-consortial analysis.
Sustaining the MIRACUM efforts will
depend on two major factors: (1) The proven value of the DIC for clinical care as well
as translational research and based on this,
the continuation of stakeholder support in
the board of directors of our university
hospitals and medical faculties. (2) On future cooperation and alignment with similar large international projects. Our current
cooperation with OHDSI and the world
wide i2b2/tranSMART foundation and
major partner’s involvement in BBMRIERIC are important first steps on this way.
Nevertheless, all such cooperations across
borders are on risk, because in Germany
we are still not able to rely on an internationally applied standard clinical nomenclature such as SNOMED CT. The
positive result of current nation-wide licencing discussions are therefore very important for achieving international comparable
research results within large scale crosscountry networks.
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